Endpoint Security Solution Features
Data Security

Capsule Docs

Port
Protection

Provides access to removable media and other peripheral devices based on device type
and ID. Port protection allows scanning devices for malicious activity before allowing
access to the device. Disabling execution rights allows to prevent malicious activity that
can be located on unauthorized removable media.

Removable
Media
Encryption

Secures sensitive corporate data by giving the abilities to encrypt any removable device or
parts of it. Media Encryption provides simple user interface and unique abilities to access
encrypted media from Windows and Mac devices outside of the company, based on password.

Full Disk
Encryption

Full encryption of the entire disk with multi factor authentication. Full Disk
Encryption meets the most strict compliance requirements and protects
the data to the disk from unauthorized access.

URL Filtering

Access
Control

Remote
Access VPN

The Check Point Endpoint URL Filtering Software Blade lets an organization control access to
web sites by category, user or group. This way it improves network security and enhances user
productivity.

Remote Access VPN secures access
to corporate resources when
remote.

Compliance

Understand the security level of endpoints by looking for security parameters such as Antimalware signature age, processes and registry keys that present or non-present in the
system. Unique capabilities are enforcement of restricted policies upon security violation
and automatic remediation.

Application
Control

Control the permissions of applications to access the network. With simple categorization
of programs into groups, the administrator can set a black or white list of programs’ access
to the network.

Firewall

Protect unauthorized access into and from the endpoint with desktop policy. Desktop
firewall is excellent with preventing malware and worm infections, as those utilize exploits
in the system such as file shares to distribute themselves.

Anti-Malware

Threat
Prevention

Capsule Docs seamlessly protect
documents, ensuring access to
authorized users

Anti-bot

Sandblast
Agent

Efficiently detects and removes malware from
endpoints with a single scan, using signatures,
behavior and heuristic analysis
Included in Sandblast Agent. Anti-Bot identifies and blocks bot communications with
command and control servers to contain and quarantine any infected hosts. It’s
continuously updated with the latest Threat Intelligence data via ThreatCloud.
SandBlast Agent defends endpoints and web browsers with a complete set of
realtime advanced browser and endpoint protection technologies, including:

Threat
Emulation w.
CPU.Level
Detection

Threat
Extraction

AntiRansomware

Anti-Exploit

Zero Phishing

Forensics

We provide comprehensive coverage
across all layers
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